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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERI VED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 
Length _______ l meter __________ ____ __ __ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) Time _____ ____ t second _________ __ ______ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force _____ ____ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power ________ P horsepower (metricL _____ 
--- ------ -
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed _________ V {kilometers per hOUL _____ k.p.h. miles per hOuL _______ m.p.h. meters per secood __ ___ __ m r>. ~. feet per second ________ Lp.s. 
2. GK'lERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
Mass =!!' g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
/I, K inematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m- 4_s2 at 
15° C . and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-4 sec. 2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure - ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD "'" {!s 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient OD. ~ ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD, = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD - DSTl 
• q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= q~ 
Resultant force 
~tD' Angle of setting of wmgs (relative to thrust 
Q, 
n, 
111 p-, 
JJ. 
a , 
E, 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer 
line) 
ResulGant moment 
Resultant angular 
setting (relative to thrust 
velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m .p .h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding Il umber is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 em chord , 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack} infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, n,bsolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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By H AROLD C. GERllI.·1I anci HAMPTON II. FOSTElt 
SUMMARY 
An investigation was made to detennine whether a S'l1;/-
ficie11t amount oj hydrogen could be ~tficiently burned in 
a compression-ignition engine to compen ate jor the in-
crease oj lift oj an air hip due to the consumption oj the 
juel oil. The peljormance oj a ingle-cylinder jour-
stroke-cycle com pres ion-ignition engine opemting on 
juel oil aZone wa compared with it peljonnance wh371 
various quantities oj hydrogen were inducted with the inlet 
ail' . Engine-pet}ol'mance data, indicator cm'ds, and eJ"-
haust-gas 'aml)les were obtained jor eCLch change in en-
gine-oZJerating condition. 
IJydl'ogen could be burned ati ifactorily at allloacls up 
to and including cruising at compression mtios oj 13.4-
and 15.6 in sufficient quantities to compensate jor the in-
crease in lift due to the consumption oj the juel oil. In 
the C7"uising mnge the mixtul'es oj juel oil and hydrogen 
burned as efficiently as the juel oil alone. At small 
power outputs, the mixture oj juel oil and hydrogen 
burned le s efficiently than the juel oil alone; wh reas, j01' 
power outputs greater than that required jor crui ing, the 
mixture oj Juel oil and hydrogen burned more efficiently 
than the juel oil alone. 
For all loads except idling there was present in the 
exhaust water vapor weighing more than the juel oil 
burned, approximately 25 percent more jor all loads 
above cruising. When burning the maximum usable 
amount oj hydrogen along with the juel oil, the weight oj 
water vapor was 80 percent more at jull load and ~oo 
percent more at smallloacls. 
The engine always stopped firing when the juel oil wa 
cut o.ff. Throughout the limits oj the te t condition, it 
was never po ible to auto-ignite the various mixture oj 
hydrogen and ail' but the injection oj even a minute quan-
tity oj juel oil would cau e the mi:ctures to bum. The 
engine howed no ill effects jrom the u e oj hydrogen and 
no change in engine operation was apparent. 
INTRODUCTIO 
The most economical attitude for air hip flight i at 
zero angle of pitch. If the static equilibrium of an 
airship is not maintained during [lio-ht the air hip mu t 
be operated at either a po itive or a negative angle of 
pitch to maintain constant al titude. Any flight atti-
tude other than zero angle of pitch results in an in-
crea e in drag; hence mor power and greater fuel 
consumption are required for an equivalent speed. In 
addition, the hazard of h,mdling an airship are greater 
wben it is noi in tniic equilibrium, 
The tatic equilibrium of an airship can be main-
tained during flight by \' ,IIving the lifting gas, by 
recovering wa tel' from the exhallst gas, or by using a 
fuel having a den ity nearly ('qual to that of ail'. 
The valving of heliuIll is not an attractive method 
because of the relatively high co t of this gn ; the 
vaiving of hydrogen i , however, reI a tively inexpensive, 
The LIse of a water-recovery apparatus results in 
incre,lsed weight, added drag, and greater fuel con ump-
tion, With pre ent park-ignition engines the use of a 
fuel having a den ity nearly equal to that of air is 
the mo t promising method of maintail1iuo- the equilib-
rium of ail' hips in Ilio-ht (reference 1), 
The burning of the excess hydrogen in compression-
ignition air hip engine in tead of valviuo- it would be 
particularly advantageou because the hydrogen 
required to lift a given weight of fuel oil contains a 
quantity of heat energy equal to 21,5 percent of the 
heat energy of the liquid fuel. If the hydrogen can be 
bLU'ned with the arne efficiency a the liq uid fuel, the 
rf'quired weight of fuel would be reduced 17.6 percent 
and a proportional increa e in pay load would be 
po ible, 
The induction of the hydrogen with the inlet air 
would not be feasible with a two- troke-cycle compres-
ion-ignition engine on accolmt of the 10 of hydrogen 
and the prob,lbility of pre-ignition of the hydrogen-air 
mixture by the hot exhaust ga e during the cavenging 
process. Po ibly an injection system could be used to 
supply the nece ary hydroo-en dW'ing the compre sion 
stroke. In thi case the hydrogen hould be injected 
immediately after the exhaust \'alve clo e so that the 
hydrogen will have as long a time a po sible to mix 
with the air. Injection of the hydrogen near the end 
of the compres ion troke ,,'ould req uire it multistage 
compre or whose great weight would be undesirable 
for airhip . 
If the hydrogen could be burned in four- troke-cycle 
compl'e sion-ignition engines the airship would have the 
1 
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11dvantage of better fuel economy maintained over a 
wide range of engine speed and loads. lIucklow 
(reference 2) has ncces fully burned hyclTogen wi th 
fuel oil in a ingle-cylinder compression-ignition engine 
ha" ing a compression ratio of 10.3 and opera ting at 
210 revolutions per minute. The maximum quantity 
of hydrogen u ed was 3 percent of the inducted air 
ilncl \I'ilS sufficient to compensate for the fuel used at 
10\\"-power outputs. Helmore and tokes (reference 3) 
attempted to burn pme hydrogen in a single-cylinder 
compression-ignition engine having a com pres ion 
ra tio of 1l.6 and opera ting at 1,000 revolu tion per 
minute . On account of violent detonation at nine-
trnths and at fu ll power the te t had to be abandoned. 
of hydrogen and fuel oil, and the suita bility of exbau t 
gases for water recovery. 
APPARATUS 
Figure 1 i a photograph of the test unit with the 
au.xiliary equipment required for upplying a controlled 
flow of hydrogen. Tbe engine i a single-cylinder 
foul'- troke-cycle compression-ignition test engine (5-
inch bore ancl 7 -inch troke) having a vertical disk form 
of combustion chamber. (ee 1Jg. 2.) The C0111-
pre sion tatio was changed during the preliminary te t 
by raisino' or lowering tbe cylinder head; during the 
main tests, it was chano-ed hy inserting different spacer 
between th e cylind er and the cylind er head so that 
F IGCHE l. The single-cylinder test engine and auxiliary equiplnenL. 
When using a mi.'dm'e of 90 percent hydrogen and 10 
percent" oil gas" in conj unction with fuel oil in the 
ame eno-ine, they were, however, able withou t pre-
ignition to exceed the aero tatic equivalent of the fuel 
oil burned. The aero tatic equivalent of the fuel oil 
burned is the quantity of lifting o'as that must be either 
valved or burned to compensn,te for the decrea e in 
gros weight of the airship re ulting from the buming 
of the liquid fuel. 
On accoun t of tlIC lack of knowledge concerning the 
lke of h,vdrogen in compre ion-ignition engine in 
ufficient quantities to maintain the tatic equilibrium 
of an airship at all engine ou tp u t, the J ational 
Adyisory Committee for Aeronautic inve tigated this 
problem. The Commi ttee was particuhlrly intere ted 
in the quantity of hydrogen that could be burned in a 
compression-ignition engine when inducted with the 
inlet air, the combu tion characteristic of mixtures 
the gell eral shape of the combustion chambers for 
tbe 13 .4 and 15.6 compre ion ratios would be imilar. 
The spring-loaded fuel-injection valve had a ix-
ormce nozzle and was ltydmulically operated by a 
cam-actuated plunger pump. The commercial grade 
of fuel oil used had a specific gravity of 0.847 and a 
viscosity of 41 econds aybolt niversal at 00 I~ . 
The part of the test apparatus that difl'ered from 
a conventional arrangement was the induction sy tern 
tluough which the ail' and hydrogen were supplied to 
the engin e. The air was measlU'ed by a 100-cu uic-foot 
o-asometer and then pit cd tluough two urge Chfl1l1 bel' 
and appropriate piping to the hydrogen-ail' mixing 
valve. The hydrogen wa obtained from five high -
pre sure bottles connected to a manifold. From this 
high-pre sure manifold the hydrogen pa, sed throng!l a 
re(lucing valve to a commercial ga meter (rated capflC-
ity 375 cu bic feet per hour) and then through a rack-
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type flame arrester to the mixing valve. The pre sure 
at the gasmeter inlet was maintained at atmo pheric 
by manual control of the reducing valve. The photo-
graph of the apparatus (fig. 1) hows the water ma-
nometer and thermometer for measuring the pressure 
and temperatUTe of the hydrogen and al 0 the connec-
tion provided for extracting hydrogen sample dUTing 
the tests . 
In the preliminary set-up the hydrogen wa piped 
directly to the mixing valve but the pre sure pulsa-
ing the system before stopping the engine is shown 
at the extreme end of the high-pre sure manifold. 
The hydrogen-ail' mi>.mg valve shown in figure 3 
was obtained from the BUTeau of Standards and was 
used without alteration except for the addition of 
the flame arrester at the entrance of the hydrogen 
tu be. The hydrogen entered tlu'ough the flame 
arrester and filled the annular space about the main 
venturi passage. Connection between the annular 
space and the main passage was accomplished by 
a, Fuel - valve location 
Indicator location 
FIG URE 2.-Combu tion chambers used with compre ion-ignition engine. 
Lions in the induction system of the ingle-cylinder 
test engine made the action of the gas meter erratic. 
The pul ations were satisfactorily damped by placing 
a 12-inch diameter surge chamber with a thin rubber 
diaphragm between the gas meter and the mixing 
nh-e. (See fig. 1.) The high-pre SUTe hydrogen bot-
tles are shown near the engine but, during the te t , 
the pipe connecting the urge tank and the ga meter 
was extended so that the bot.tle and the meter were 
out ide the building. The CO2 bottle u cd for flu h-
tUTning the adi usting leeve 0 that the two parts of 
the ventUTi eparated. Thi eparation allow"ed the 
hydrogen to flow in and mix with the inlet air in 
quantities determined by the amount of rotation of 
the adju ting leeve. The mixing nl\-e wa placed 
a cIo e to the eno-ine a pos ible to keep the yolumc 
of hydroo-en-air mixtW'e to a minimum. The mixing 
yalve and the nece ary piping reduced the ,olumetric 
efficiency and therefore the normal output of the 
engine; but, as the ilwestigation wa concerned only 
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,,"ith comparatiYe dnta, thi point i relatively unim-
portant. 
The cylinder pre sure wn mensured both with the 
bnlanced-diapl ll'agl1l type of maximum cylinder pres-
sure indicator (reference 4) and with the Farnb 1'0 
indicator. The Fnrnboro indicator was al 0 used in 
obtaining the indica tor cards. A modified Bureau of 
~1in es tj' pe of gn -nnalysis apparatus (reference 5) 
was used in aJ1<11yzi11O" the exhaust-ga ample. The 
exhau t-gas temperature was measured by means of a 
ca libra ted thermocouple. 
.All instruments used in connection with these 
tests were calibrated nnd corrections to ob erved 
data haye beon made where necessary. Special care 
\\",1S taken to insure the accumey of the hydrogen 
qunntities, the hydrogen motel' being calibrated be-
fore, during, nnd a fLer the tests and found to read 
within ± 1 percent or the correct value at all times. 
Annlysi of the hydrogen samples taken at diITerent 
times during the test showed an ayerage purity of 
98.4 pOl'cent and all hydrogen quantities have been 
corrected on th is basi 
METHOD 
Preliminary engine run were made at compression 
latios of 13.4 and 15.6 and indicator cards were tnken 
,,·ith a modified Famboro indicator at varyin o' inj ec tion 
11llyunce angles to determine tbe tinting u t wltieh the 
pres m e ri e, indicating combustion, in the cylinder 
would stm·t at top center. At the te t speed of 1,500 
reyolutions per minute the required inj ection adyance 
angle " 'ere found to be 12° beforo top con tor for the 
13.4compre sionrationncllOo forthe15.6compres ion 
n1 tio. The e injection ndvance nngles were used 
tllrougitout tho tests. 
Tho mnjority of the test runs ,,"ere made with the 
amount of hydrogen ns the yariable. The engine \Yn 
brought to stable ope]",1 Ling conditions on fuel oil alone 
\\·itlt the injection-pump controls set for the fuel quan-
tity desired. After tho engine-performance data, 
exhau t-gas sample, n nd indica tor card had been 
obtnined for the fuel oil alone, the hydrogen now wa 
stn rted and the amount u ed wa s controlled by adjust-
ing the mixing "nlve. imilar data were tnken for each 
change in hydrogen quantity until the maximum usable 
nmount of hydrogen \\",1S reached. 
The maximum usable amount of ltydrogen varied 
\\"ith the operating conditions (as will be eli Cll eel 
h1ter ) and no test runs ,,"ere attempted ,,·ith more 
thnn tltnt :111l0Ullt. .I..ltltough no endurance runs were 
mnde, a series of tests often 1<1 ted mOle thaR 3 ho ur 
witllOut an." apparent r1ifrerence in engine operation 
or pCl"fonn'1nce. 
Test rllns \\"ere made for seve n difrerellt fuel-oil 
quantltH' at each compres ion ratio except that no 
hydrogen wa . ad led at the large t fuel qU:1ntity for 
tho 15.6 compression ratio. The fuel-oil quantities 
ranged from approximately 1 to 3.5 X 10- 1 pounds per 
cycle (exces -air oefficient 3.2 to 0.9, respecti ely) 
and the hydrogen q unntities varied from 0 to 10 per-
cent of the inle t air by volumo. Unles otherwise 
stated, "pOl"Cent hydrogen" is the percentage by 
volume of inlet air. 
Test were made to determine the heat 10 ses to the 
cooling watm at a ompression ratio of 15.6 with fuel 
oil alone and al 0 with fuel oil and the corresponding 
amount of hydrogen to maintain equilibrium, or con-
tant-lift, condition. These heat-dissipation te ts 
did not how enough difrerence to justify imilar test 
nt the 13.4 compre ion ratio. 
An adclitionnl eries of test was made at both com-
pression ratios u ing various quantities of hydrogen 
and only a very mall quantity of fuel oil for ignition of 
the hydrogen. The e run were made to tudy the 
combu tion or the Ilych'ogen when omparatiwly unaf-
fected by the pro ence of the fuel oil ancl al 0 to furni h 
da ta on the extreme condition under which the lift of 
an nirship could be reduced. The fuel-oil quantity u eel 
for these runs being too mall to permit an accurate 
deternllna,tion on the fuel cale , the reduction in torque 
obtained when inj ecting the fuel wa fir t determined 
and then, from a curve of indicn ted m nn effective 
pre LIre against [uel quantity, the amount of fuel was 
ostimated . Tho yalue of 7.0 X 10- 6 pouncl ~ per cyele 
obtained by this method i more than ufficiont to 
insure con istent pump operation and prod llce rea-ula.r 
flashe in the combu tion chamber as ob ervecl through 
a mall quartz winclow. 
RES ULTS AND DISCUSSION 
ENG ! E P8H I' ORMAN CE 
The ofl"ect of add ing vnrious qlwntities of hydrogen 
to the inlet air on the performance of a single-cylinder 
compression-ign ition engine operating on clifIer nt 
quantities of fuel oil and at an engine speed of 1,500 
revolu tions per min u to i sbown in figure 4 for t,,'o com-
pre sion ratio. Tho first point on the left of each full 
line is for fuel oil ,llono; the other test point. on each 
full line denote an equn l fuel-oil qunntity with the ad -
dition of yarious quantitie o( bydrogen, the amount of 
hydrogen be ing converted to equivalent fuel oil by 
dividing the hydrogen heat input (pounds of hydroa-en 
time 52, 00 Briti h thermal units per pound) by the 
lower heatino' value of the fuel oil (1 ,300 British ther-
mal units per pound). Tbe clotted line was drawn 
through the tost point for fuel oil alone. The end of 
each full line is the limit of lltisfactory operation of the 
engine under these coud itions. 
"Full load" i defined n that qunntity of fuel theo-
retically req uited to combine with all the oxygen pres-
ent. With mixturos of hydrogen and fuel oil thore 
would be difIorent equivalon t fuel-oil qunntities atis-
fying till d frnition, not only on accoun t of the diJIer-
ence in the quantity of air required by the e luels lor 
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complete combu tion but nLo on accoun t of the di -
plncrment of the in oucled ail' by the hydrogcn . F ull 
load (no exce s ail' ) for th 13.4 compre ion ratio 
varies frol11 3.12 to 3.25 X 10- 4 pounds of equiyalent 
fuel oil per cycle, the formel' value beillg for 2.4 X 10- 4 
pounds of fuel oil plu 7 percent llydl'ogen, and the 
latter "alue being for fuel oil nlone. For the 15.G 
comp]'cs ion ratio tIle values arc slightly less on ac-
count of the clccrea cd volumetric efficiency. C ruising 
load icon ide]'ed as approximately two-th irds [ullioad. 
' Yith mall quantitie of fuel oil , the nddition of 
hydrogen decreases lhe the rmal efftc iency to les than 
that obtained with nn equ iyalrn t amount of fll el oil. 
As the quantity of fuel oil i increased, ho\\'e"e1', the 
difl'e]'cnce in efficiency diTninisbes until fi nnlly n fllol-oil 
quantity is reached beyond wllich any nddi tion of hy-
drogen results in a g ren tel' thermal efficiency than is 
pos iblc wi th <111 eq uivalent Ilmount of fuel oi l. 
The tesL indicate thllt a ll combin ations of hydrogen 
lmd fuel oil burn \\'ith the nnlC, oj' a greater, efficiency 
than an equivalent nlllo un t of fuel oi l except for the 
combinations of smnll amount of fuel oil with small 
amounts of hydrogen. For 'uch combination the com-
bustion of the [llel oil is limited to fl smalll)Ortion of 
the combustion cllamber nnd i t is probable that the 
concentrations of the' liydl'ogen at the low temp ern tUl'C 
prevailing in the cyliJloc r is in lIfficient to Pl'opllo'atc 
the flame. 
The e resul t show tllllt when the conditions within 
tlle combll tion chamber arc con lucive to propagation 
of the flame through the hydrogen-air mixture the 
compo ite fuel burn more efficiently tha.n an equiya-
lent amollnt of fuel oil. Tllis in crease in efftcieney i 
probably due to tl lC high rate of reaction of the hydro-
gen tending to neate higher temperature during tbe 
carly part of the COlllOU tion period, which accelerate 
the reaction of the fue l oil. 
The addition of hydrogen to the engine did not 
JpPl'eciably alter the tcmperature of the exhaust gase 
il t either compression )'a tio. The heat 10 s to the 
cooling water of the cylinder ilnd the head, as shown 
in figure 4, did not change when burning hydrogen in 
conjunction ,,-i th fuel oil. The re ultant il1c]'ea e in 
power, economy, and m,lximum cylinder pres u re 
above cruising lond \\·i thout change in heat loss and 
exhaust tempe l'll.tlll'e in dicates that the hydrog 11 
probably burned dming ·the first part of the com·· 
bustion period. 
Figure 5 shows the eHect of hydrogen on the opera-
tion of the engine at vHriollS fuel-oil quantitie [rom 
a miuu te quantity to a ppro:--..i.mately 10 percent more 
fuel oil thnn is theo retica lly nece ary fol' complete 
utilization of a ll the nil' inducted. The fu ll lines indi-
ca te npp)'oxim,llel)T th e 11l11:--..i.mum u able percentage, 
of hydrogen for the difl'erent fuel -oil quantitie . 
The ma:--..-imum usable hydrogen pereentnge i not 
definite according to the data recorded for the test 
point ncar the full lines, the engine being occasionally 
un table and then, under apparently identical con-
ditions, opernting satisfactori ly. At times the ap-
parent limiting hydrogen percentage n indicated by 
the full lines could be exceeded. A slight changes in 
the adj lI stment of the hydrogen-regula ting valve often 
ca used pronounced change in engine operation near 
the critical point, it i belieyecl that this crratic con-
dition W[lS due to the lack of a Llfftciently precise 
control of the hydrogen. In the COul' e of the tests 
the rcducing valve was overhauled twice and both 
times the ent was found Lo be in pOOl' condition. 
Th e operation of the engine at the instant the hydro-
gen Do,,' wa increased to a point where the opera tion 
became un, table i particularly intere ting. The 
Flame 
--- arrester 
Lock nut 
Air inlet 
FIr-t:RE 3. :-1 ixi ng-\'uh 'e assembly. 
chlll'acteri tic ound of the engine changeel to thll t of 
motoring- exceptionnlly mooth, no knock nor rough-
ness- and simult,ll1eously there "-/1 n Inrge drop in 
peed nnd power and the needle of the gnge inelicnting 
the maximum c)Tlinder pressme sho\\'ed hll'ge varia-
tions in pl'eSS l1l'e . If the fuel oil wa not shut 0[1' or 
the flow of hydrogen decreased immeclin tely, pre-
ignition took plnce. Examination of ,m indicator 
card howed that comou tion occurred on the eom-
pre sion troke. Tho tage of combll tion follo\\i.ng 
tha t of pre-iO'nition ha been indica ted as "explosion" 
and meHn that the mixturc of hydrogen and air 
pre-ignited before the inlet yalye closed and wa 
propagaled into the induction y-tem. Thi explo-
,ion au ed no ill efrect t.o the engine or auxiliary 
eq uipment on account of the mall volume of in-
flammable ga es between the engine cylinder and the 
mi,,-ing valye. 
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All hydrogen-air mixtures below the maximum 
usable amount a shown by the full line on the figure 
would not ignite without the injection of the fuel oil; 
when the fuel oil was hut oir, the engine topped 
fuing . Any quantity of fuel oil, even exceedingly 
mall ones, would cause the hydrogen to burn. 
The curves show that the maA'imum quantity of 
hydrogen that can be inducted with the inlet air and 
satisfactorily bumed in a compre ion-ignition engine 
decreases as the fuel-oil quantity and compression 
ratio increase, the amount varying from 14 to 7 per-
cent by volume of the inducted air at a compres ion 
ratio of 13.4 and 12 to 5 percent at a compression 
ratio of 15.6. 
The percentages of hydrogen that could be satis-
factorily burned at the high engine load are in agree-
ment with those given by Mucklow (reference 2). 
With the compression ratios used in the present 
investigation the satisfactory operation of the 
engine with 14 percent of hydrogen at small 
engine loads was unexpected because DL'{on . ~ 
(reference 2, p. 19) with an adiabatic-compre - ...... 
sion machine operating at a compre ion ratio of 1 8 
10.6 exploded a 9.4-percent-by-volume mi'{ture '0 
16 
12 
of hydrogen and air. In this machine" the ga es ~ 4 
were rapidly compressed in a weU-Iubricated, ~ 
temperature-controlled cylinder and the piston ~ 0 
then retained in the in-stroke po ition" (refer- .£ 
ence 6) . The explosion of a 9.4-percent mL'{ture ~ ~/6 of hydrogen in air by Dixon was most likely ~ 
due to maintaining tills mixture after compres- ~ 
sion at constant volume and thus exposing it to ~/2 
a high temperature for a long period of time. 
The ignition lag wa very long, in fact even 
greater than the time requiTed during the pres-
ent te ts to complete the entire power troke. 
In order to obtain auto-ignition of hydrogen-air 
mixtures in the compression-ignition engine it 
~ -< 
2-
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
-
mum cylinder pressure at several constant power 
outputs is shown in figure 6 for compression ratio of 
13.4 and 15.6. For b. m. e. p.'s of 60 and 70 pounds 
per square inch at a compression ratio of 13.4, the 
efficiency i decreased by the addition of hydrogen 
and approaches a minimum at a hydrogen percentage 
of approximately 6 percent, which is in agreement with 
the trend found by Mucldow (reference 2). For a 
b. m. e. p. of 0 pounds per square inch the minimum 
value is reached at a hydrogen percentage of approxi-
mately 2; wherea the maximum efficiency is obtained 
at about 6 percent. For a b. m. e. p. of 90 pounds 
per square inch the efficiency increased with the 
amount of hydrogen added. imilar results are hown 
for compre ion ratio of 15.6 except that the hydrogen 
becomes effective at smaller percentages. The ma)'.'i-
I I- I--
- I--
compressiof rafia. 15.6 
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the hych'ogen-air ratio. 
The dashed lines of figure 5 represent the 
am'ostatic equivalent of the fuel oil consumed 
FIGURE 5.-Effect of hydrogen on engine operation. Engine operation was snti,factory 
unJess otherwise speciJled. 
and their cour e hows that it wa po ible to burn 
hydrogen along with the fuel oil in quantitie 
sufficient to maintain aerostatic equilibrium at all 
loads up to and including crui ing load for both 
compression ratios, and that over a con iderable 
power range it was possible to burn hydrogen in 
amounts either more or Ie than those required to 
maintain equilibrium. The allowable range of utili-
zation of hydrogen when crui ing would make it 
possible to increase or decrea e the lift of the 
airsillp. 
The effect of the addition of various amounts of 
hydroo'en on the brake thermal efficiency and maxi-
395-35-2 
mum cylinder pres ure hows little change ,,"'ith brake 
mean effective pressure when operating with fuel oil 
but, a the hydrogen is added, the cylinder pre UTe 
increa e and finally reaches a pre sure approximately 
75 pounds greater than that obtained with fuel oil 
alone for the arne maximum output. 
FiO'ure 7 hows the effect of hydrogen on engine 
performance when the compo ite fuel is used, but only 
the weiO'ht of the fuel oil i taken into account in 
computing the specific fuel com umption. The dn hed 
line how the performance of the engine under condi-
tion of constant lift obtained by the proper rates of 
consumption of the hydrogen and the fuel oil. 
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Figure 8 shows the comparative fuel consumption 
at cl ifl'crent power outputs under three a wncd con-
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FIGU HE 6.- The effect o[ hydrogen on engine operation for constant power. 
di tions for compression ratio of 13.4 and 15.6. The 
dashed line shows the fu el con umption when fuel 
oil alone is used to produce power . 'For compari on 
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l'IGl' Il E 7.- Effect o[ .. bydrogen on engine performance. (Fuel·oil consumption 
ta.ru...... L.. K ' based on acLual fuel oil used .) 
on a basis of equivalent heat input of fuel oil, the olid 
line show the necessary con umption of the two fuels 
combined in thc proprr proportion to maintain a con-
dition of constant lift . The dot-dash line shows the 
conslll1ption of the fuel oil for the constant-lift con-
clition neglecting the weight of the hydrogen. 
C OMBUSTIO CH ARACTE RISTICS OF MIXTURES OF HYDROGEN 
A D FUEL OIL 
Exhaust-gas analysis .- The exhaust gases were 
analyzed to determine the causes of the effects noted, 
The percentages by volume of CO2, CO, O2, 2, H 20. 
H21 and CH4 on the wet basis are plotted against 
I I ~ 1_ FLI JI oloL I 1 I. 
.0 
Mixfures of fuel oil and hydrogen, conslont Ifff. 
--- Based on weight a Fequivolenf fuel oil 
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FIGURE 8.- Comparison of engine performa nco wiLh d ifferenL fu els. 
equivalent fuel-oil quantity in figure 9 for compression 
ratios of 13.4 and 15.6. The fu'st point at the left on 
each full line is for fuel oil alone and those to the righ t 
are for an equal fuel-oil quantity plus various amounts 
of hydrogen. The dashed line i drawn so as to con-
nect all points for fuel oil alone. The results are 
placed on a wet basis to how the amolllt of water 
vapor present in the exhau t gases . The water vapor 
was detcrmined from an "oxygen balance." 
The curves of figure 9 how that the amount of 
water vapor formed in thc exhaust increases linearly 
with the amolmt of hydrogen inducted and that the 
1'a te of formation is independent of compression J'fl tio 
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and of fuel-oil quantity except in cases where the fuel 
present exceed that required for utilization of all 
the Q}".'ygen, 
Under normal operatinO" conditions the water 
recoverable from the exhau t of a spark-ignition 
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the difference in aturation of the incoming air and 
exhau t ga e. Figure 10 ha been prepared to show 
the quantitative effect or various mixture of hydrogen 
and fuel oil on the amount or water vapor forme d in the 
exhau t . The effect of incomplete combu tion has 
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FIG{;RE 9.-Effect of hydrogen on exhaust-gas compo ition. 
engine by the u e of a higbly efficient conden er y tern 
is approximately 90 to 100 percent of the weight of 
fuel bUl'lled ( ee reference 7.) The remainder i lost 
on account of incomplete combustion of the fuel and 
been included, but the effect of th difference in satura-
tion of the incoming air and the exhau t gases has been 
omitted becau e it varies with atmospheric condition. 
The dashed line is for fuel oil alone; the diagonal lines 
_J 
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show the rapid increa e in water vapor when the 
hydrogen i added to the intake air. The [iO'me 
shows that for all load except idling the water apor 
present in the exhaust weighed more than the fuel 
oil bmned, approximately 25 percent more for all 
loads above crui ing. When burning the ma).imum 
4 
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FIG t:RE 1O.-EfTect of load and hydrogen-fuel-oil ratio on water recoverable at a 
compression ratio of 15.6. 
usable amount of hydrogen along with the fuel ojl, 
the weight of the water vapor was 80 percent more at 
full load and 200 percent more at small loads. 
Inasmuch as gasoline and fuel oil have approxi-
mately the same hydrogen content (reference 5), one 
would expect the water recovery from the exhaust of 
compression-igrntion engines to compare favorably 
with that obtained from spark-ignition engines pro-
vided that the combustion efficiency and the quantity 
of air present are equal. Combustion efficienc i 
con idered a the ratio of t he heat liberated to the 
total available heat. Compression-ignition engine 
usually operate at a greater exces -air coefficient than 
spark-ignition engines and, according to Fulton 
(reference 7), this exce s air would cau e a greater 
amount of water vapor to be lost through its satUl'a-
tion. Considering the actual conditions under which 
the engmes usually operate, the spark-ignition engine 
operating at the lower air-fuel ratio lose les water 
than compres ion-igmtion engines through saturation 
but, owing to incompleteness of combustion, Ie - water 
is formed. Exhau t -ga analy e from spark-ignition 
and compre sion-ignition engines when operating in 
their usual operating range show little difference in 
water recoverable, the amount of water available 
depending upon the air-fuel ratio, the temperatme of 
the air inducted into the engine, and the temperature 
of the gases leaving the condenser. 
Figure 11 ha been prepared to how the effect of 
fuel quantity on combu tion effLciency. Thi figure 
shows the completeness oJ combu tion of the var.ious 
combinations of fuel oil and hydrogen on a ba i of air 
required fo r complete combustion . The cur ve for 
compre sion ratios of 13.4 and 15.6 show that the 
combustion efficieney increased with fuel quantity up 
to an air exce s of 50 percent but, when the air excess 
becomes les t han 25 percent, the combu tion eiftciency 
decrea es rapidly. It i apparent from the e curve 
and tho e of indicated thermal efficiency shown in 
figure 4 that the improvement in indicated fuel con-
sumption with fuel oil at small loads over that of other 
loads up to cruisinO' is due to the improvement in 
cycle efficiency. 
Analysis of indicator cards.- The indicator cards 
taken during the power te t were u cd to obtain infor-
mation conceminO' the evolution of heat in the com-
bustion chamber. Figure 12 show the pressure-time 
liagram for six different fuel-oil quantities obtained at 
a compression ratio of 15 .6, the broken line beinO' for 
fuel oil alone and the full lines for equal fuel-oil quanti-
ties with hydrogen added to the intake air. The CUl've 
sho\\" the COlTe ponding amotmts of fuel required to be 
effectively burned. By "effective fuel burned" i 
meant the combu tion of the quantity of fuel required 
to produce the change in enthalpy (total heaL) rccorded 
on the indicator diagram and doe not include that 
di sipated a heat los e . In all ca e the combu tion 
pres ure were higher and the area of the cards greater 
with the compo ite fuel than with fuel oil alone. 
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FIGt:RE 1J.- \'ariaLion of comhust ion emciency wilh excess-air coemcienL. 
~\. thermodynamic analysi of all the indicator cards 
taken during the power tee t has been made and the 
r€' ults plotted in figure 13 to show the effective 
equivalent fuel oil burned up to 4°, 8°, 16°, and 30° 
after top center. The curves show that the addition of 
hydl'oO'en with the ",rna 11e t fuel- il quantitie i 1e 
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eIl'ective than an equivalent amount of fuel oil in 
raising Lhe pressure in the comhusion chamber and thi 
eIl'ect i more pronounced at the lower compres ion 
ratio even thOllgh it is possible to utilize a greater 
amolmt of hydrogen. At 4° there is little dillerence 
between the curve for the fuel oil and for the composite 
fuel, indicating that the hydrogen plays little or no 
part in Lhe ignition of the combustible mixture and has 
a negligible efrect on the first part of the burning 
proce s. ~Iuc klow (reference 2) found that the gas 
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combustion. The characteristic increase in lope of the 
lines for the composite fuel indicates that combustion 
is accelerated a the hydrogen-air ratio reache the 
range of inflammability. The lower and upper limits 
of inflammability, according to Bone and Townend 
(reference ), are approximately 4 and 71 percent, 
respectively, depending upon the temperature and 
pressure of the mi..xtnre. 
Information concerning the combustion of small 
quantities of fuel oil and large quantities of hydrogen 
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FIGGRE 12. Pressure-timc diagrams for compression-ignition enginc burning fuel oil Bnd mixtures of fuel oil and hydrogen. Compression ratio, 15.6; injection start 10· 
B.T. C. 
had no effect on the point in the cycle where combustion 
begins; IIe]more and Stoke (reference 3) found no 
need for altering the injection ad,'ance angle when 
hydrogen-cum-oil ga ,,·as used in conjunction with 
fuel oil. 
The most noteworthy feature of the CUlTes for the 
composite fuel is that in the crui ing range the malleI' 
additions of hydrogen arc about as eIl'ective as an 
<'Cluivalen t amoun t of fuel oil; larger amounts of hydro-
gen show a comparatiyely greater increase in ertective 
in a eompre sion-ignition engine was obtained from 
tests using only enough fuel oil to ignite the hyurogen-
air mixture. Figure 14 show indicator cards taken 
when motoring the engine and when operating with 
the igniting charge of oil and with increasing amounts 
of hydrogen. The fir t diagram shows both COffi-
pre ion and expan ion pre ure when the engine 
wa motored; the other how the end of the COI11-
pres ion line and most of the expansion line. The 
diagram following the motoring diagram was Laken 
I j 
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" 'ith the igni ting charge of oil and hows bu t light 
ciifl'ercnce from the motoring diagram . The diagrams 
with in creasing amount of hydrogen show the catter-
ing of press ure points, which indicate the irregularity 
of comb ustion from cycle to cycle that is usually a so-
ciated with spark-ignition and carbureted mixture . 
TIle indicator diagram of figure 14 and the curves 
rcsul ting from their thermodynamic analysis, as well 
as those obtained at a compre ion ratio of 13.4 under 
similar conditions, ar e shown in figure 15. Th e anal-
ysis for both compres ion ratios shows that the pe)'iod 
o[ burniog (period from start to m aximum alllount 
burned) wa increased by th e addi tion of small quan-
2.0 
o·_·_·ruel at! clone ruel 01/ and hydrogen x 10,' I I I ~ L.i=j~ 
I-- -J-t /-:-1 I--
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F,Gt'RE 13.- J'fTect of hydrogen on combustion as deduced from indicator cards. 
titie of hydrogen. For larger quantities (9 to 12 per-
ccnt hydrogen for the 15.6 compression ratio and!) to 
14 percent for the ]3.4 compression ratio) the period 
decreased an d frnu lly reached 40 crank degree at the 
higher compres ion ratio and 60 crank degrees for the 
lo\\'er compression ratio. Th e redu ction in the burn-
in o' period with large quantities of hydrogen i oppo i te 
to the efl'ect obtained with an increase in the fuel-oil 
quantity . (See fig. 12. ) The change from low to 
fa t burning \\·i th increa ing hydrogen i probably due 
to tIle change in mixture trength from below to wi th-
in the range of inflammability. A similar effect is 
shown in F.gUl'C ] 5 but, io tead of a change in mix ture 
treng th, the range of inflamma bility was increased 
on account of the increase in temperature of the mix-
ture (reference ) witb compression ratio. In the 
range of inflammability the comb ustion of the hydro-
gen-air mixture is similar to tha t with a carbureted 
mixture of gasoline and air in tha t combustion is com-
pleted early in tIl e expansion stroke. 
F igure 16 ha been prepared to show the dift'erence 
in the effective burning of hydrogen, fuel oil, and the 
composite fuel at the same total heat input equal to 
approximately one-third fu ll-load (exces -air coefficient 
of 2.5 for the 13.4 compre sion ratio and 2.9 for the 
15.6 compression ratio). The amounts of hydrogen 
in the composite fu el was 1.5 and 3 percent fo r tllC 
15.6 and 13.4 compression ratio, respectively. Th e 
burning curve for hydrogen have been reprodu ced 
from figure 15 and the curve for fu el oil and tbe 
composite fuel have been obtained from a cross plot. 
Th e figure shows the same timing of the tart of com-
bustion for the thrce fuel and also approximatcly the 
same rate of burning nt the start. At the higher 
compression ratio the hydrogen is mol'E' cO'cctive in 
rai ing the prcssure tln'oughout tllC cntirc burning 
period ; a t the lower compression ra tio the combustio n 
of the hydrogen lags behind that of the fuel oil for a 
consid era ble portion of the burning pcriod. At both 
compre sion ratios, however, the total amount of heat 
evolved is greater for the llydrogen than for the fuel 
oil . The composite fu el is less effective at both com-
pression ratio than ei ther the hydrogen or the fu el 
oil in raising the pressure throughout the bUl'lling 
period. The difference is due to less fuel oil being 
inj ected and to the in efficient combustion of small 
amounts of hydrogen with small amount of fuel oil, 
as has been previously discussed. Although it wa 
impos ible to bum very large quantities o[ hydrogen 
(over 14 percent) and thus ma l,-e it po sible to com-
pare the rates of burning o[ the three fuel at larger 
loads, it is believed that a t loads greater than cruis-
in a- the cfl'ective-fu el-b umed curve [or the compo ite 
fu el will lie between tha t of hydroo'en and that of 
fuel oil. (See fi g. 13. ) 
APPLICATION OF RESULTS 
AD VANTA G ES 0 1' B Un NING H YO HOGEN I N Ar HSHIP COMPHESSION-
I GNITIO ENG INES 
From the results of these tests on a single-cylinder 
four- troke-cycle compression-ignition engine opera ting 
at compression ratios of 13.4 and 15.6, it is concluded 
that hydrogen in uffi cient quantities to maintain the 
static equilibrium of an airship can be satisfactorily 
burned along with the fu el oil at all loads up to and 
including cruising. For load gren,ter than cruising, 
the static equilibrium could be maintained only when 
operating at the lower comprcs ion ratio . Hydrogen 
could be burned in greater 01' less quantities than that 
of the aeI'ostatic eq uivalent of the fuel oil burned, thu 
making a very adaptable system for controlling the 
buoyancy of the air hip. T he thermal efficiency for 
the combu tion of the compo ite fuel was appro)..'l-
mately the arne a that for the fu el oil. 
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The burning of the hydrogen in the cngincs not only 
makes it possible to control the cquilibrium of the 
air hip hut al 0 make i t possible to reeluce the quan-
'<' 
the clcn ity of the mixturc to inC'rea e with a resultant 
decrease in its lifting power and a grcn tel' quantity of 
mixture \\'oltld he rcquired to lift a given weight, 
r lncreaSin9 quantifies of hydrogen : . 0. 
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tity of fu cl oil rcquircd for 11 g-i\' cn night, inC' rcl1Sc lhc 
pay lond C'arricd, or inC'rease thc still-nil' nl llgc of the 
nirship . It is intercsting to clctermine tllc rccluC'tion 
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in tilc qlllliltity of fuel oil rcqu ired fo r n nig-ht \\·llC ll 
burning hydrogcn in the engincs inst('nd of \'nh'ing- it 
to maintain stntiC' cqulihriulll . In this C'asc it is only 
J1('C'cs nry to C'on sid er thnt the h.vdrogcn is pure. Any 
impuri ty, such as air, in the hydrogen \\'ould en usc 
although the quantity of hydrogen pre cut would be 
the ame. Taking lhe pecinc weight of pure hydro-
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FWl'RE 16.- Comparath'e combustion of hydrol!en, fuel oil, and composite fuel 
with eon~l'lnt heal input. 
gen ,mel air as 0.00;')3 and 0.0763 pound pc!' C'u bic foot, 
l'cspeeti \' ely, the lifting forC'e will be the difT crence in 
these value. 0.07] 0 pound pel' cubic foot. The 3.e1'O-
._ .. _-------
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static equivalent x of 1 pound of fuel oil burned will 
be equal to the specific weight of pure hydrogen 
di\-ided by the lifting force, or 0.0746 ponnd per pound 
of fuel oil. 
A the fuel oil V required for the flight when burning 
hydrogen together with the fuel oil plus the fuel oil 
II I 4.2 I--+-
c
-+-1 -. ___ +--1.-+1-+--+--+-+-/-1---+---+,/1---1 
ons /uermg 
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FIG URE !i.-Oomparative cost of fuel oil and composite fuel. 
equivalent of the hydrogen burned must equal thr 
original quanti ty of fuel oil w required fo r the fligh t 
when valving the hydrogen : 
52, 00 
V+ 1 300 xy=w , 
y= O. 23w 
where 52,800 and 18,300 are the heating values of 
hydrogen and fuel oil, respectively, In Briti h thermal 
units per pound. It is seen from thi computation 
that the burning of the hydrogen in the compression-
ignition engines to maintain static equilibrium, in tead 
of valving it, results in a reduction of 17 .6 percent [01' 
the weight of fuel oil required for the flight . 
If the two fuels cost tho SHme pel' heat unit, the full 
line in figure 8 would give an indication of the cost. 
These fuels vary considerably in their cost and figure 
17 has therefore been prepared to show the comparative 
cost of power with the composite fuel on a basis of the 
actual cost. The figure hows that [or constant lift 
with hydrogen at $1.50 pel' thousand cubic feet and 
fuel oil at $0.06 pel' gflllon, the cost of power is tri})led 
when the cost of hydrogen is included; but, when the 
hydrogen is considered as costing nothing, as would 
be the case fo !' constant lift if it were burned instead 
of being valved, the cost of power would be decreased 
approximately 17 percent. 
The pay load is an indication of the commercial 
value o[ an airship. It is intere ting to determine 
how the pay lond of an airship is aD'ected by using 
cliJTel'ent inflation gases and two types of engine . 
The following five anangements have been ttl ken for 
compari on and in each case the over-all dimensions, 
total gas volume, and total engine power are the ame. 
Airship A is assumed to be inflated with helium, to 
be fitted with spark-ignition engines bmniug gasoline, 
and to be fitted with water-recovery apparatus. 
t :Airship B is assumed to be the same as airship A but 
to be fitted with compression-ignition engines. 
Airship C is assumed to be fitted ,vith dual gas cells: 
The outer cells are to be inflated with sufficient helium 
to support the fixed weight; the inner cells are to be 
inflated with hydrogen. The compression-ignition 
engines are assumed to bmn hydrogen along with the 
fuel oil. 
Airship D is assumed to be the same as airship A 
but to be inflated with hydrogen. 
Airship E is assumed to be inflated with hydrogen 
and to be fitted with compression-ignition engine 
bmning hydrogen along with the fuel oil. 
It is fmther assumed that static equilibrium is 
maintained in all the airships by recovering water 
from the exhaust gases or by burning the hydrogen 
aerostatic equivalent of the fuel oil bu:ned in the 
engine. 
The information necessary to make a de ta iled tabu-
lation of the weights of the various items in the air-
ships is not available. The use of hydrogen in a 
secondary cell of airship C would, however, increase 
the weight of the gas cells and would also add some 
weight in the form of restraining and steadying sus-
pensions. It would also be necessary to provide ducts 
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by which the hydJ'ogen would be led to the engines. 
It hould not be Ilece sary to provide blowers to feed 
the hydrogen from the cells to the engines. 
The water-recovery apparatus of airships A, B , and 
D not only increases the dead weight but also the drag. 
According to Fulton (reference 7) the weight of the 
water-recovery appnratus, bags, and piping of a 
6,500,000 cubic-foot airship would be 16,000 pounds 
and, for a 6-day endurance flight, the increase in fuel 
consumption due to the increased dJ'ag would be 
approximately 9,000 pounds. For such a flight in 
freezing weather approximately 12,000 pounds of 
antifreeze material would also have to be carried. 
The assumption that the dead weight of the five 
air hip would be the same is believed to be in error 
only in making ail' hips C and E somewhat heavier 
than they actually would be. In this assump tion 
the fuel tanl\:s arc considered to be the ame for all 
ail' hip and the weight-power ratio of the compres ion-
ignition airship engine is considered to equal that of the 
spark-ignition airship engine. 
The result of the computations are shown in the 
follow'ing table. It may be seen that air hip E can 
carry approximately 80 percent more pay load than 
ail' hip A ; whereas air hip C can carry 53 percent 
more pay load than airship A. If airship C attempt 
to compete commercially with airship E, it might 
obtain the more valuable pay load on account of the 
addi tional afety of the helimn blanket and even with 
the handicap of 17 percent les pay load might be a 
greater commercial success. Air hip B i the mo t 
de irable of the propo ed types because of the de-
creased fu'e hazard but, o\\'ing to its small pay load, 
may be undesirable as a commercial airship. 
COMPARATIVE DATA FOR 5 AIRSHIPS HAVI G TH E SAME IZE, SPEED, AND POWER BUT IIAVI G 
DIFFERENT I FLATIO GASES AN D I G DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENGINES 
[Nnrmal gas volume, 95 percent full. 6,500,000 cuhic feel; fixed weight, 221,000 pounds; speed, 0 miles per bour; power, 4,480 horsepower. Helium is assumed to haye a 
lifting power of 0.062 pound per cubic foot and hydrogeu a lifting power of 0.068 pound per cubic foot] 
\'olume of gas Gross lift 
\ ir~hip 
llclillJ:1 II yclrogcn lI clium 11 ),drogen 
Cubic Jut ('ubic J((t POllnds POlLnds 
\ n .. ;00. OOll 103. (XXI 
B fi, b(XI. OUJ 10·l. OO~ I (. :l. 51i.;. noo 2, U:l5, OOIl 221. 000 199.600 
]) Ii, 5(KI, O()() 4~2. 000 
E n, .';I)(), 000 412.000 
If air hip A carried liquid fuel in place of the pay 
load, it would be able Lo make a Ilight of approximately 
7,200 miles; whereas airship C would be able to make a 
sinlliar flight and, in addition, to carry approximately 
63,000 pounds of pay loael. 
If air hips A and C llfiye the ame di posable load, 
liquid-fuel load, and pay loall, the one equipped with 
compression-ignition engines burning the aero tatic 
equivalent of the fuel oil burned will haye a 33 percent 
greater still-air range. This increase in di tance i due 
to the better fuel economy of the compression-igni tion 
engine of 0.41 pound per brake horsepower hour com-
pared with the 0.45 pound of the spark-ignition engine 
and to the burning of the hydrogen in the engine, 
which supplies an additional amolmt of energy equal to 
21.5 percent of the fuel oil burned. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The investigation of the performance of a four-
stroke cycle compression-ignition engine operating with 
various amounts of hydrogen added to the inducted air 
showed that: 
1. It was impossible to auto-igni te hydrogen-air 
mixtures up to 12 percent hydrogen at compression 
L'seful 
lift 
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I 2,000 
1 '2,000 
199.r~)() 
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P Ollmi 
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hor81-
P01f{T 
per hour 
0.4.1 
.41 
. 41 
Gasoline Fuel oil 
(6. 10 (i.lIf; 
pouuds per pounds pcr 
gallon) ga llon) 
P o'Unds Pounds 
101,000 
91,810 
i5, 000 
::f 1 ___ ~~~:~' I'- 75,-600 I 
II ydrogen reserH") 
Cubic Jecl Pountl.~ 
hl,QOO 
--
-
----
!lO, Jr,O 
I, OG~, 000 121, IKKI 
120,000 
I, 06~, 000 115, 400 
ra tios of 13.4 and 15.6, although any quantity of fuel oil 
from 0.07 to 3.5 X 10-4 pound pel' cycle would causo 
these mixture to burn. 
2. The engine could be topped when burning the 
compo ite fuel by shutting oIr the fuel oil. 
3. The maximum amount of hydrogen that could be 
burned ati factorily decrea ed a the fuel-oil quantity 
and compres ion ratio increa cd, the maximum amount 
varying from 14 to 7 percent by volume of the inducted 
air at a compl'e ion ratio of 13.4 and 12 to 5 percent 
a t a compression ratio of 15.6. 
4. The brake thermal efficiency obtained with the 
composite fuel for all engine outputs up to that 
required for cruising (constant-lift conditions) was 
a much as 9 percent Ie than that obtained with 
fuel oil alone for the 13.4 compre ion ratio and 4 
percent for the 15.6. For higher loadings the thermal 
efficiency with the composite fuel was greater than 
that obtained with fuel oil; the increase was as much 
a 19 percent for the 13.4 compres ion ratio and 13 
percent for the 15.6 compression ratio. 
5. The burning of mixtures of hydrogen and fuel 
oil a t compression ratios of 13.4 and 15.6 should be an 
l 
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effi cient method of compensating for the decrease in 
weigh t of an airship due to the consumption of the 
fu el oil. 
6. "Vhen the conditions wiLmn the combustion 
chamber were conducive to propagation of the flame 
through the hydrogen-air mixture the composi te fu el 
burned more efficiently th an an e lLlivalent amount of 
fu el oil, i . e. , tb e hydrogen burned during the early 
par t of th e combustion period. 
7. TIl e exhaust gases were par ticularly suitable for 
water recovery . F or all loads excep t idling the water 
vapor pre ent in tIl e exhaust weigbed more than the 
fu el oil burned, approxima tely 25 percent more fo], all 
loads above cruising. When burning the ma;.ci11lum 
usable amount of hydrogen along with the fuel oil, the 
weigh t of water vapor present was 0 percent more at 
full load and 200 percent more at mall loads . 
L ANGLEY :M E MORIAL A ERONAU'l'I CAL L ABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITT EE FOR A EIWNAUTICS, 
L ANGLEY F IELD, VA. , April 15, 1935. 
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Positive directions of a.xes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by a.rrows 
r 
I 
Axis l\loment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL __ X X LateraL _______ r y NormaL _______ Z Z 
I 
I I 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
c="£ a =M 
I qbS Tn qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ ' 
J yawing _____ 1 
N 
On= qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
J[ 
." 
1 
Linear 
Posith"e Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
}"~Z Roll ______ <> 1l P .~---+.Y Pitch ____ 8 v q 
X--->Y I Yaw _____ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient aT = ID1 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient Oa= 9D 5 pn 
P, 
0., 
1/, 
n, 
Power, flbsolute coefficient OP= ~D5 pn 
5/ "V5 Speed-power coefficient = -V ~n2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective heli.'{ angle = tan -1 (2rn) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = l.OI32 hp. 
1 m .p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3 .2808 ft. 
